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Abstract. The article presents an agent-based demographic model of Russia designed to run on
supercomputers. The technologies used in the model allow researchers to create an artificial society with
the number of agents up to 109 and effectively parallelize the work of the simulator. The software package
designed to implement the model combines separate subsystems written in programming languages of
different levels. On the one hand, this provides effective load balancing between computing processes and
messaging between agents (implemented in C++), and on the other hand, this simplifies the development
of model blocks that implement the simulation of demographic processes (implemented in C#). The
demographic processes in the model are simulated based on the actions of individual agents, taking into
account their family ties, which they maintain by exchanging messages. Key features of the demographic
agent-based models are the following: a) dynamic change in the size and composition of populations of
agents – removal of part of the agents (their “death”) and the emergence of new ones (“birth”); and b)
separation of actions performed at the simulation step in stages, each of which can cause the revision of
the general settings that are specific to regions or groups of agents, and/or exchange of messages between
agents. In the course of computer experiments, the model has been tested on real data and has shown
good results at testing for the following parameters: a) the quality of recreating the age-sex structure of
the population for the country as a whole and in the regions with the use of the population of agents; b)
the stability of the model and a low margin of error of the results of forecasting the main demographic
indicators in comparison with the variants of Rosstat’s official forecast; c) efficiency of parallelization of
the program code when running on supercomputers. The model is the basic one for an integrated regional
simulation model that is currently being developed; however, the model can be useful as an independent
forecasting tool.
Key words: agent-based modeling, simulation of demographic processes, supercomputer technologies,
application of METIS graph decomposition, demographic forecast for Russia.

Introduction
This article is devoted to the development
of an agent-based demographic model for
creation of artificial society with many agentspeople. It is the continuation of the study
presented in [1]. Agent-based models (ABM)
are the class of models based on behavior
imitation of separate agents, which can act
independently in accordance with their
interests and possibilities given to them by
an environment (including other agents).
Demographic processes, such as mortality,
fertility rate, and migration, are classic
examples of bottom-up processes, because
decisions are made by certain individuals,
and overall indicators are formed as a result
of these individuals’ aggregated actions.
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Therefore, demography is one of the areas
of application of the agent-based approach,
which is widely represented in the literature.
It is necessary to mention the most peculiar
and recently published works.
Agent-based models of social interactions and
demographic behavior [2–3], which represent
different components of demographic system,
such as creation of marriages, changes of
fertility, etc. These works also investigate
differences of people’s behavior, related to their
identification with different types of culture,
and corresponding differences of reproductive
behavior.
Artificial population models [4–5] review
ABMs with agents of complex structure
and higher number of states, which allow
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forecasting demographic dynamics on
different levels – from households to Great
Britain’s population.
The most complete description of ABMs
usage for simulating demographic processes,
from the formation of married couples and the
impact of social norms on fertility to people’s
decisions to change a place of residence, is
presented in a book “Agent-Based Computational Demography: Using Simulation to
Improve Our Understanding of Demographic
Behavior” [6].
It is obvious that complete simulation of
demographic processes on the country-scale
requires creation of large population of agents
in the model. It transforms ABM into muchagent (multi-agent) system [7] and requires
usage of high-performance equipment and
specialized software for calculations.
The article [1] included specific features of
multi-agent models, used for imitation of
dynamics of large socio-economic systems,
which are important due to the organization of
their work’s parallelization:
•• population agents are linked to a
particular region (jurisdiction) and coordinates
on the map of a region and a country (have a
place of residence);
•• the number and spatial distribution of
the agent population changes during the
simulation period, because, in the course of a
computer experiment, agents can migrate
independently from region to region, be
destroyed, and create new agents;
•• agents have “social connections” with
other agents, with whom they exchange
messages with varying intensity, and these
connections can be dynamically formed by
agents from different jurisdictions during the
simulation period;
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•• agents’ place of residence and their
connection with other agents significantly affect
agents’ behavior in the simulation of different
processes (selection of residence place, family
formation, birth of children, etc.).
The article, on the example of the Russia’s
demographic agent-based model, justifies
selection of methods for programming multiagent ABM, which allow implementing
author’s approach to creating quite realistic
simulations of demographic processes, wellscaled for agents’ population of the size equal
to our country’s population.
In the last few years, specialized software
environments for building agent models with
the function of automatic, or semi-automatic,
parallelization of program code with subsequent
launch on supercomputers have appeared.
Repast for High Performance Computing
(RepastHPC) is the most popular computer
software (CS), made for ABM design with the
aim of the implementation in high-performance
environments [8].
High-performance CS for building largescale ABM – Pandora – developed in Barcelona
Supercomputing Centre and gives full support
of geographic information systems (GIS),
which is important in cases, when geographical
attachment of agents is required for models’
functioning [9].
Environment of building agent-based models
ABM++, the first version of which appeared in
2009 as a result of the tool’s modernization, was
developed in 1990–2005 at the Los Alamos
National Lab in the process of building largescale ABM [10].
SWAGES – extensible distributed environment for large-scale agent-based modeling –
developed by scientists from Tufts University
(Medford, Massachusetts, USA), provides
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automatic parallelization of program code,
supports multiple programming languages and
plug-ins for visualization, statistical analysis,
and automatic error handling [11].
CyberGIS Toolkit – a set of freely distributed
open source software components for spatial
analysis and modeling [12].
HPABM – hierarchical parallel modeling
environment designed for developing complex
agent models for investigating large-scale
problems related to geospatial modeling [13].
D-MASON package allows implementing
ABM in a distributed environment, increasing
their performance, while ensuring backward
compatibility with basic MASON environment.
D-MASON operation is based on master/
slave paradigm: the main application divides
the simulated space into parts and distributes
the workload across slave processes, each of
which uses one or more Logical Processors
(LP), according to their computing capabilities.
Main tasks, solved with D-MASON, are:
distribution of performed work, load balancing,
and communication between processes,
synchronization, and reproducibility [14].
POLARIS – CS for building ABM for
simulations of transport flows was developed
in the Argonne National Laboratory (national
research center of the United States Department of Energy). Main utilities of the developed
package are: (1) a module responsible for
parallel processing of events; (2) a module
that implements inter-process exchange;
(3) a library for visualization; (4) a library
for data input and output, etc. By its nature,
POLARIS is a set of low-level libraries
that provide a user-friendly programming
interface and a runtime environment that
makes it easier to write code. Transport
simulators, developed with POLARIS,
use a large amount of data, which is often
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processed simultaneously by different
software modules. In this regard, directives
for programming multithreaded applications
with shared memory are used in parallel
mode [15].
Researchers from The Autonomous University of Barcelona developed an instrument
for ABM parallelization – Care HPS (High
Performance Simulation), which allows
automatic solution of several tasks: the
distribution of executed code, balance of the
computational load, communication and
synchronization.
Care HPS supports MPI message transfer
interface, OpenMP technology and contains
several components implemented in C++.
Users solve the task of designing the model
(including usage of ready-made functional
controls), and all the work on distributing agents
across processors, synchronizing processes is
performed by the framework. Currently, Care
HPS developers use this framework in a project
aimed at predicting the spread of dengue fever
[16].
The number of specialized software products
for the implementation of agent-based models
on supercomputers grows. In addition to the
described ones, we should also mention MUSE
[17], LUNES [18], MASS [19], and others.
However, all of these tools were initially
developed for solving specialized problems.
Although they have expanded significantly to
the level of broad profile frameworks, they have
nevertheless retained a certain “legacy” in the
form of ineffective algorithms for solving other
problems.
Practical experience of their usage has
shown that, in the end, a less time-consuming
way to build a specific agent model for
subsequent launch on a supercomputer is its
initial implementation from “scratches”.
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Thus, it is possible to significantly increase
the efficiency of program code parallelization
and, in addition, create a reserve for further
complication with minimal performance
losses.
Software implementation of the supercomputer demographic ABM of Russia
Taking into account conclusions from
the analysis of existing software tools for
parallelizing software code, we have developed
CS that provides:
1. Scalability of ABM operation on a set of
nodes in a computing cluster.
2. Efficiency of multiprocessor operation
of ABM due to the use of MPI system library,
which is usually installed on each cluster,
configured on its network system, and
provides maximum throughput and minimum
data transfer delays. Another feature of this
library is also important: it is available for
usage on regular personal computers, which
allows using one technology without special
modification while developing and performing
calculations on a personal computer and
supercomputers.
3. Simulation of the evolution of the
internal state of agents, the formation of
permanent and temporary links between them,
the exchange of messages, and the appearance
or disappearance of agents in the system.
4. Dynamic load balancing mechanism
between computing nodes during the model
operation, i.e. transferring agents from more
loaded processors to another ones while
preserving their state and relationships (an
imbalance occurs during the model operation
due to uneven disappearance of agents tied to
different processors, as well as the appearance
of new agents).
5. Simplification of ABM engineering and
its further development by separating blocks
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that implement a system of parallelization with
load balancing between computing processes
and messaging between agents, built in C++,
from thematic blocks that implement the
simulation of demographic processes, which
are written in the high-level programming
language C#.
The work [1] showed how a rectangular
grid, which binds each cell to a specific pixel in
the image, is built in the model, constructed on
the basis of source data on the number of
regional population, received from a CSVtable, and the information on the geometry
of regions, obtained from the map of Russia
in raster format. Since each region is painted
a different color, while analyzing this image,
the connection of grid’s cells with numbers of
regions and other characteristics was installed.
After that, the random distribution of several
agent-residents among grid cells with specified
total number of agents in the system and region
was performed. Besides, the calculation of the
decomposition of grid cells by processors was
completed.
To calculate the grid decomposition, we
used METIS graph algorithm [20] with weights
(metis_partgraphrecursive variant). METIS
algorithm takes a graph, specified through a
matrix of links in the CSR format [21], an array
of weights of the graph nodes, and returns the
optimal distribution of the graph for a given
number of parts with minimizing links between
them. With this algorithm, the distribution of
the source system by processors was obtained. It
is important that this distribution must be made
before creating agents, since the latter should
initially be correctly distributed among cluster
nodes. At the same time, the number of agent
populations and the number of processors used
are model parameters values of which are set by
a user during computer experiments.
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Algorithms, which implement these
processes in the model, are shown in the
article [1], and, in this paper, it is necessary to
elaborate on the methods for ensuring the
credibility of created artificial analogue of the
simulated system.
In this regard, the first necessary thing is to
set the starting conditions according to available
official statistics for the base year. The second
step is a fairly realistic simulation of population
reproduction processes. In this paper, we review
the simulation of processes of population’s
fertility and mortality. Simulation of population
migration will require inclusion of additional
source information and addition of appropriate
procedures, the ideology of which was presented
in the article [22]: this, however, will not affect
the parallelization of ABM functioning.
The following Rosstat data for the base year
were used as the initial information for the
model.
•• On the country’s level:
–– population’s distribution by gender and
age (age-sex pyramid), thousand people;
–– mortality rates (per 1.000 people) differentiated by gender and age;
–– retirement age for men and women by
years of transition period, according to the 2018
pension reform.
•• On the regional level:
–– population, thousand people;
–– share of population younger than
working age, %;
–– share of able-bodied population, %;
–– share of population older than working
age, %;
–– total fertility coefficient;
–– distribution of births by mothers’ age
(share of births by mothers from cohorts in fiveyear age intervals within reproductive age range:
15–19; 20–24; 25–29; 30–34; 35–39; 40–44
and 45–49), in %.
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Setup of starting conditions corresponding to
the available official statistics
At the beginning of the model’s work, after
reading the initial data, scaling the specified
number of agents by regions, and creating the
calculated number of agents in cells, it is
necessary to determine the values of its individual features, associated with the simulated
population reproduction processes, for each
agent. These features, according to used
simulation algorithms, are: agent’s age, gender,
maximum desired number of children in the
family, and the number of children born. In
addition, the agent “remembers” its family
ties, because they are provided by its individual
collections (lists): a collection of parents;
children; siblings; other relatives.
The distribution of agents’ age and gender
values is implemented for accurate reproduction
of the population’s age and gender structure,
specified in the initial data for the country and
individual regions. In order to do this, obtained
values of the agents’ number in each region are
further scaled:
а) by shares of population’s main age
groups in each region: younger than ablebodied; able-bodied and older population
(considering the set values for the base year of
women and men’s retirement age), and then
b) by shares of each age cohort in its age
group.
Obtained values of the shares from the total
number of agents in the region are used as the
probability of falling out of a particular age for
an agent belonging to this region. In order to
perform this scaling and get the age value for
each agent, a specialized auxiliary module
was developed. The gender of the agent is also
determined in a probabilistic way, considering
the sex ratio for the acquired age cohort.
In the model, the maximum desired number
of children in a family is a random variable that
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takes a value from one to seven with the
specified beta distribution shifted to the left
(the maximum is for two children). The
specialized auxiliary module was also developed
to determine the specific value of the desired
number of children for each agent.
After the distribution of gender and age
properties, the establishment of kinship
relations between agents begins. First of all, for
each agent from the agents’ collection of the
same region, a “mother” is selected – a female
agent with a randomly determined age and with
the number of children below the maximum
desired number. The selection of the motheragent’s age is based on the usage of the births’
distribution according to the mothers’ age
specified in the source data. After it, the number
of children of the selected mother-agent
increases, and the mutual entry of new relatives
into the corresponding collections, conducted
by the child-agent, the mother-agent, and the
mother’s relative-agents, happens.
Simulation of population reproduction
processes at each step of the model operation
Example, given in the work [1], was
developed for assessing the influence of the
number of used processors on the efficiency of
the model’s work parallelization. Another
parameter of the test model, impact of which on
the model’s performance was evaluated during
the experiments, was the number of agents’
connections, with whom they exchanged
messages at each step. These connections
were established randomly. In addition, the
composition of the agent population was
constant.
In the full version of the demographic ABM
of Russia, presented in this paper, connections
between agents are established on the basis of
kinship, and there are significantly less of them
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than in the test example: it reduces the number
of messages sent at the step. On the other hand,
in a simulation of processes of population
reproduction, two things are considered:
a) dynamic change of agents’ population
composition: deletion of agents (their “death”)
and the emergence of new (“birth” of agents);
b) division of step actions into stages: there
might be a need for overviewing common
parameters, related to regions or groups of
agents, and/or messages’ exchange between
agents. The presence of such stages means
appearance of step synchronization points. It
implies work suspension of processors which
had already finished processing of agents,
placed on them, and expect all other processors
to finish work.
To implement dynamic addition and
removal of agents in the system, it was necessary
to switch from a single (end-to-end) index of
agents to a double one. Now each agent is
characterized by the number of the cell, in
which it is located, and its number in this
cell. The process of adding agents leads to
the situation, when the counter of the agents’
number grows in a cell, and its value is used
for calculating agents’ index. In the process of
the agent’s deletion, there is a recalculation of
indices of other agents within its cell. A deleted
agent should be excluded from collections of all
agents with which it was bounded by family ties:
this is why it sends messages to them.
As a result, it was necessary to stop using
regional collections of age cohorts for
organizing the simulation of step actions, since
it was very time-consuming to keep them
updated while deleting agents and switching
to a double index. The rejection of collections
led to a change in the fertility rate simulation
algorithms.
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For example, instead of selecting a female
agent, who should give birth to a child, from a
collection of women of a given age (which was
done in order to reproduce the observed
distribution of births by the mother’s age), the
corresponding age probabilities of child births
were calculated. These probabilities were
calculated for each region on the basis of the
total number of women of reproductive age,
the regional total fertility rate, the distribution
of births by mother’s age, and the number of
women from each age group for whom the
number of children born has not reached the
desired maximum.
As the result, actions at a step of work were
divided into stages, implementing phases of
demographic processes simulation. Each stage
may relate to one of the following types of
objects: the entire country, a separate region,
a separate agent. The model implements the
following stages related to different stages:
1. Stage and preparation phase:
•• Transition to the next year. Reset of
counters, associated with the simulation of the
fertility, on the level of the whole country and
regions.
2. Stage of agents’ extinction:
•• Phase of a “black mark” distribution
(on the agent level): agent’s marking in case
of a “black mark” (death), given to it in accordance with the age-sex mortality coefficient.
Otherwise, an increase of the agent’s age by
one.
•• Phase of recalculation of agents’ indices
(on the country level): calculation of new indices
for surviving agents in cells, where agent
deletions are scheduled.
•• Phase of indices’ replacement (on the
agent level): sending of an updated agent index
to all associated agents; the old index is replaced
with a new one in all collections.
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•• Phase of agents’ removal (on the country
level): removal of marked agents from
collections.
3. Stage of new agents’ creation:
•• Phase of calculating birth probabilities
(on the country level): calculation of birth
probabilities for women of different ages (by
region);
•• Phase of agents’ birth (on the agent level):
creation of a subsidiary agent in case of a
childbirth event. Setup of kinship relationships.
4. Stage of simulation step completion:
•• Phase of statistics’ collection (on the
country level): collection of regional and
country statistics and preservation of results in
external files.
At the end of each phase, the message queue
is checked. If it is not empty, messages are sent
to recipients.
Analysis of the experiments’ results using the
demographic ABM of Russia
1. Analysis of model’s initial state compliance
with the original data, and the stability of
recreating the specified demographic parameters
The models’ parameters are the number of
agent populations and the number of processors
used. The initial distribution of agents by region
and processors, as well as the assignment of age
and gender to individual agents, is carried out
using probability distributions, the stability
of which depends on the number of tests.
Therefore, it was necessary to assess the stability
of the distribution of agent features depending
on the values of the model’s parameters
Table 1 presents the comparison of the
results of agents’ features distribution, gained
during model experiments, with assigned
distribution of population by gender and age
(model data on agents’ scaling distribution
is changed into the number of population in
thousands of people).
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Table 1. Analysis of adequacy and stability of the reconstruction in the model
of the age-sex pyramid depending on the number of agents
Mean-squire deviation from the specified age distribution,
Deviation from experimental average
thousand people
values by age and gender, %
Men
Women
1
11.0
12.0
±2.7
2
8.0
8.4
±1.4
3
7.6
7.5
±1.1
4
6.3
6.6
±0.8
Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia.
Number of agents,
million

Rosstat data was used as the initial
information1. The experiments were performed
on a personal computer (for a single processor)
in order to estimate the minimum size of the
population of agents required for an acceptable
match with the age-sex pyramid of the Russian
population specified in the initial data. In
addition, Table 1 provides data on the stability
of the obtained gender and age distribution
of agents, estimated by deviation from the
experimental average values.
Data shows that there is a significant
improvement of analyzed statistical indicators
after increase of agents’ number from one to
two million. Thus, the standard deviation from
the specified age distribution decreased in 1.38
times for men and 1.43 times for women, and
the indicator characterizing the stability of the
distribution, obtained during the experiments,
improved in 1.93 times. With a further increase
of agents’ population to three and four million,
these indicators continued to improve, but not
so rapidly. As the result, when the number of
agents was four million, the standard deviation
decreased in almost two times, in comparison
with the basic (1.75 and 1.82 times for men
and women, respectively), and the deviation
from the average experimental values – in more
than three times (in 3.38 times). The spread
The Demographic Yearbook of Russia. 2017: stat. coll.
Rosstat. Moscow, 2017.
1
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of the latter indicator’s ±1.4% values, which
is achieved when the number of agents is two
million, may be considered acceptable. It is
exactly the number of agents which might be
considered minimum for obtaining relevant
results of experiments on the country level.
If we estimate the necessary number of
agents on the regional level, we should proceed
from the number of agents obtained for the
most sparsely populated regions of the Russian
Federation. Thus, the population of the
Magadan Oblast is only 144.1 thousand people,
and, with two million agents in the model, this
region accounts for less than two thousand
agents. This number is clearly not enough to
ensure the stability of the distribution of features
of this region’s agents-residents. For example,
the stability of the beta distribution, which
determines the desired number of children for
agents and establishes the relationship between
mothers and children, is achieved when the
number of agents is 10 thousand. Based on
these considerations, the requirements for the
total number of agents should be at least five
times higher.
However, all subsequent experiments were
conducted to assess the sustainability of
indicators on the country level.
2. Stability analysis of models’ functioning
The next series of experiments was a
simulation of reproduction processes in Russian
population for twenty steps (years) ahead
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Table 2. Analysis of the stability of the resulting model indicators over entire forecast period
Deviation from the experimental average values for the forecast period years, %
lower limit
upper limit
Population, thousand people
-0.07
0.06
Share of able-bodied population, %
-0.12
0.12
Total fertility coefficient per 1,000 people
-2.19
1.57
Total mortality coefficient per 1,000 people
-1.02
0.88
Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia.
Indicator

with a population of two million agents and
constant values of mortality and fertility.
For Russia, forecasts of the dynamics of the
following indicators were obtained:
•• population, thousand people;
•• distribution of population by major age
groups, %;
•• total fertility rate per 1000 people;
•• total mortality rate per 1000 people.
The purpose of the experiments was to
evaluate the stability of obtained simulation
results. Table 2, which shows the boundaries of
the variances of key output variables from the
average values by years of the forecast period,
allow assessing stability of these indicators
(maximum and minimum values were indicated
throughout the forecast period).
The table shows that indicators, such as the
population size and the share of able-bodied
population, demonstrate remarkable stability
with a variation of the values, obtained in the
course of experiments, around ±0.1%. The
next largest deviation is the total mortality

rate (deviation around ±1%), and the largest
variation is the total fertility rate (±2%). Thus,
even if the number of agents is two million,
the stability of the model may be considered
satisfactory.
3. Analysis of model’s parallelization
efficiency
The next stage of testing the demographic
ABM was evaluation of the effectiveness
of parallelizing of its operation on a supercomputer. In the test example, ten steps were
calculated, and the average time value for a
step was considered. Table 3 shows the results
of running the model on a different number
of processors for two and eight million agents.
Figure 1 shows the corresponding acceleration
curves of the model depending on the number
of processors, where the number of processors
on the abscissa axis increases by degrees of two.
It is interesting to compare the obtained
dependence of the model’s acceleration on
the number of processors with the curves of
the well-known Amdahl’s law [23], which

Table 3. Estimation of acceleration in parallel calculation depending on the number of processors
Number of
Calculation time for 2М,
Acceleration for 2М,
Calculation time for 8М,
processors
s
times
s
1
3.029
1.00
17.211
2
2.016
1.50
11.064
4
0.948
3.19
7.053
8
0.625
4.84
5.215
16
0.653
4.64
2.962
24
0.499
6.07
2.245
32
0.476
6.35
1.019
48
0.383
7.90
1.395
Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia.
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Acceleration for 8М,
times
1.00
1.55
2.44
3.30
5.81
7.66
16.88
12.33
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Figure 1. Comparison of acceleration in parallel calculation depending
on the number of processors with different number of agents
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00
1

2

4

8

16

24

48

Version without phase-division
Version with phase-division

Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia.

connects maximum achievable acceleration
with the number of processors and the share
of parallel calculations. Thus, we may assess
how well the algorithms, used in the model to
simulate the behavior of agents, are configured
for parallelization of its work. A comparison
with the theoretically achievable level of
acceleration shows that, for two million agents,
the reduction of the parallelization efficiency
is comparable to the situation, when the share
of sequential calculations would be about 10%,
for eight million agents – as if it would be less
than 5%.
4. Comparison of effectiveness indicators of
model parallelization with synchronization points
at the simulation step with the test example
The decrease of the parallelization efficiency
is largely caused by the presence of intermediate synchronization points at each step of
the model’s functioning. Therefore, it was
of great interest to find out, how much the
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parallelization performance of the model
deteriorated in comparison with the first version
[1] due to the appearance of stages, performed
at each step. A comparison of two versions is
shown in Figure 2.
The figure shows that an increase of the
number of processors up to eight provides
almost the same acceleration of two versions
of the model, but a further increase of the number of processors reveals a significant difference
of the parallelization effectiveness. So, for 16
processors, the acceleration of the model with
additional synchronization points is half as fast
as for the first version of the model (2.1 times)
and for 48 processors – 3.1 times lower.
While evaluating the adequacy and
effectiveness of the author’s approach to the
organization of the model’s parallelization,
it is necessary to compare it with closest
analogues. For example, in [24], a distributed
ABM of epidemics is described: within it, it is
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Figure 2. Comparison of acceleration of the model functioning with parallel calculation depending
on the number of processors for two versions with the number of agents 2 million
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Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia.

possible to create a society with the number of
agents up to 6 billion. The model, as well as the
one presented by the authors, uses an algorithm
for distributing agents between computing
nodes, which reduces intergroup interaction.
In [25], an approach to parallelization of
resource-intensive ABM is reviewed, agents of
which exchange information and have spatial
attachment. The acceleration, obtained by the
authors in comparison with sequential version
of the model, was, on average, 20 times. In
our case, in the test example, the acceleration
was up to 25 times with 48 processors, but
addition of synchronization points significantly
reduces this number. However, the total
calculation time, as shown in Table 3, is quite
acceptable.
5. Forecast results and comparison of
received forecast with the Rosstat prediction
After making sure of the adequacy of the
initial state of our ABM and the stability of its
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operation, we now evaluate the results of the
simulation from a meaningful point of view.
Thus, in the course of experiments with the
model, forecasts of demographic characteristics
were obtained in the context of regions and
the country. In the same 2017 Demographic
Yearbook of Russia2, the variants of forecast
(low, medium, and high) of the following main
characteristics of country’s population up until
2051 are given:
•• population number;
•• number of men and women;
•• population number by separate age
groups;
•• births, deaths, and natural population
growth;
•• total fertility coefficient;
•• life expectancy at birth.
The Demographic Yearbook of Russia. 2017: stat. coll.
Rosstat. Moscow, 2017.
2
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Figure 3. Comparison of forecast variants. Population, thousand people
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Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia and data from
2017 Demographic Yearbook of Russia: Tab. 8.1.

Due to the fact that mortality rates in the
experiments were considered unchanged, as
well as the total fertility rate, on the basis of
which the birth rate is simulated, it is obvious
that the forecast of these indicators does not
make sense in comparison with forecasts of
Rosstat. The same applies to life expectancy at
birth indicator, which is calculated on the basis
of values of mortality indicators, differentiated
by gender and age.
However, it is possible and interesting to
compare forecasts on the number of Russian
population and its structure within individual
age groups obtained through model experiments. Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of
four variants of the forecast up to 2038: the
low, medium, and high versions of the Rosstat
forecast, as well as the forecast obtained as a
result of ABM work (average values of several
experiments with the population of two million
agents were taken). Figure 3 shows that the
model population forecast for the entire period
slightly exceeds the low version of Rosstat
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(at the end of the period – by 1782.6 thousand
people, or 1.3% of Russian population),
while the model differs significantly from the
average and high versions (by -6.2 and -13.8%,
respectively).
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the model
forecast of the share of able-bodied population
with the corresponding versions of the Rosstat
forecast. It can be seen that, during the entire
period, the model forecast almost coincides
with the high version of Rosstat and, at the
end of the period, exceeds it by only 0.8%.
The largest deviation of the model forecast
was from the low version of Rosstat, but it was
only -2%. In other words, even considering the
assumption that the death rate and the total
birth rate remain unchanged, the model allows
us to obtain a fairly realistic forecast of this
indicator.
It should be noted that this forecast, as
well as Rosstat forecasts, was made under
the assumption that the retirement age
remains unchanged – 55 years for women and
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Figure 4. Comparison of forecast variants. Share of able-bodied population, %
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Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia and data from
2017 Demographic Yearbook of Russia.

Figure 5. Comparison of forecast variants. Share of able-bodied population, %
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Source: calculated according to the results of computer experiments with the demographic ABM of Russia.

60 years for men. However, in 2018, the
situation changed after the adoption of the
pension reform, which was designed to
gradually raise the retirement age over the
next ten years. The forecast should take this
into account. Therefore, in the next series
of model experiments, the retirement age
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of agents was raised in accordance with the
pension reform. The obtained results are
presented in Figure 5, where two variants of
model forecasts of the share of able-bodied
population are compared: without raised
retirement age and under the conditions
of pension reform.
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The figure shows that the share of ablebodied population, during the ten-year period
of the reform, steadily decreases in the first
version (from 56.1 to 52.9%) and grows in the
second one (to 58.6%). As a result, at 2028
mark, the difference was 5.7% (8184.1 thousand
people). At the end of the entire forecast period,
the share of able-bodied population decreased
to 52.6% in the first version and increased to
59.0% in the second one. The difference between
them was 6.4% (9189.2 thousand people).
Conclusions
The analysis of the results of testing the
presented demographic Russian ABM allowed
us to draw the following conclusions.
The model showed a high degree of stability
in the course of a comprehensive test despite
the widespread usage of probabilistic mechanisms in setting the initial state of the system
and simulating processes of population
reproduction.
The technologies used in the model for
parallelizing its operation on a set of computing

nodes of a supercomputer allow conducting
simulations with a large number of agents
and achieve acceptable indicators of parallel
effectiveness.
Presented demographic model is designed
as a basic platform for a comprehensive regional
ABM, because the mechanism of dividing the
simulation steps into stages allows connecting
blocks which simulate any socio-economic
processes people participate in. Moreover, the
implemented mechanism also allows specifying
the type of objects the stage (phase) belongs to.
Thus, the model is configured to introduce other
types of objects into the artificial environment
(for example, enterprises, municipalities, etc.)
with the appropriate addition of simulated
processes (social, environmental, economic,
political), in which these objects participate.
However, the demographic model also has an
independent value as a tool that allows getting
forecasts of demographic characteristics in the
course of experiments within regions and the
country.
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